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The Higgs boson has a substantial off-shell cross section
due to the increased phase space as vector bosons 
and top quark decay products become on-shell

Off-shell production can provide sensitivity to new 
physics that might alter the interaction

The standard model (SM) Higgs boson has a narrow 
total width, approximately 1000 times smaller than the 
current detector resolution, being impossible to
measure it directly at the large hadron collider (LHC)

MOTIVATION

Combining both measurements of the relative 
off-shell and on-shell events yields provides direct 
information about the Higgs total width with a much 
higher precision (assuming identical on-shell and 
off-shell coupling modifiers) 

ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
- The study is based on two independent analyses (ZZ->4l, 
   ZZ->2l2v) that are combined to derive the final constraints 
- The event selections are performed inclusively in the 
   number of jets to reduce QCD-corrections dependence 
- Uses data collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2015 and 
   2016 at an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb-1
- On-shell region is defined between 118-129 GeV, while the 
   off-shell is defined between 220-2000 GeV (ZZ->4l) and
   250-2000 GeV (ZZ->2l2v) 

RESULTS
- For the ZZ->4l channel, the shape fits to a ME-based
   kinematic discriminant, while the ZZ->2l2v fits to the 
   transverse mass ZZ distribution
- Main backgrounds: qq->ZZ, gg->ZZ
- Interference between signal and gg->ZZ continuum is
   taken into account, being negative in whole range
- The experimental systematic uncertainties are almost 
   negligible. The largest contribution comes from signal 
   and ZZ background simulations, being the high-order
   QCD corrections the leading systematic
- The observed (expected) upper limits of the off-shell
   Higgs coupling signal strength is 3.8 (3.4) and the total
   width is 14.4 (15.2) MeV at 95% confidence level (CL). 
   This upper limit is ~1000 times lower than the direct width
   measurement of the resonance
- Latest ATLAS Higgs coupling combination constrained 
   BSM contributions to the total width to be less than 47% 
   at 95% CL   


